
Introducing Dr. Turi 

   

  

The Modern Day Nostradamus 

Read his prediction hits: 9 -11, shuttle disasters, WA Sniper, Saddam's fall, 
POW's liberation, and so many more.  

 

Dr. Louis Turi 
Startheme Publications Inc.  

1236 E. McLellan Blvd Phoenix, AZ. 85014 
Phone (602) 265-7667 

Radio line (602) 265-8668  

Email dr.turi@cox.net  
 

Web Page: www.drturi.com 

Hello, my name is Madeline and I am the Promotional Director for Startheme Publications. I 
would like to introduce you to the Modern Day Nostradamus, Dr. Louis Turi. Consider adding 
Dr.Turi unique talents to your agenda. Your broadcasting company, newspaper, magazine or 
exquisite facility will gain so much from your choice. Great comments are guaranteed to be 
expressed by your very satisfied viewers, listeners or guests. Take a few moments of your busy 
schedule and check a few testimonials from the thousands received world wide at Testimonials.   

http://www.drturi.com/moonpower2002predictions.html
http://www.drturi.com/moonpower2002predictions.html
mailto:dr.turi@cox.net
http://www.drturi.com/
http://www.drturi.com/tests.html


            
Dr. Turi was recognized in the 2003 Marquis "Who's Who in America" as an accomplished 
leading Astropsychologist. He has taught, lectured, and entertained audiences on the power of 
the stars all over the world. He grew up in Provence France, Nostradamus' birthplace, and spent 
last 30 years re-kindling the great Seer's rare method of Divine Astrology and its incredible 
therapeutic values. He speaks at Borders and Barnes & Noble bookstores nationwide, and has 
performed at numerous well known facilities worldwide including Las Ventana top resort in 
Mexico. Dr. Turi also leads healing tours to Thailand and France with Destination Tropics Inc. Dr. 
Turi's predictions and articles are also regularly featured in India's top astrological monthly 
magazine, Star Teller (distribution 350,000 copies world wide). He has been featured on many 
national television programs such as NBC’s “Ancient Mysteries” series, and TLC “Journal of the 
Unknown-Astrology” with the Discovery Channel to name a few. Mr. Robert Erickson at Termite 
Productions robert@termiteart.com worked and taped Dr.Turi methodology and performance, if 
you are interested in producing this type of unique show. This one hour long video master TLC 
tape can also be submitted to your attention if requested.  

www.drturi.com/radio.html 

 

Dr. Turi’s remarkable healing presentation was also televised for an audience of over 5 million in 
the Americas through Infinito Television Inc. and other affiliates for all English, Spanish and 
Portuguese speaking countries worldwide. Dr. Turi is also in high demand and a regular guest on 
many national syndicated radio and television programs with names like: Jeff Rense and Art Bell 
and many others. Besides his unique spiritual advice, Dr. Turi is a professional performer and will 
ensure genuine entertainment with his unique interactive show. Other internationally acclaimed 
Nostradamus authorities have called him “The Modern Day Nostradamus” for his unarguable 
and well documented record of predictions. As incredible as it may sound, Dr. Turi made and 
published in both of his books, the prediction for the WTC 9-11 almost 2 years before unfolding. 
His predictions for all major news events happening on CNN on a daily basis are just too 
numerous to mention in this short bio. Realize also that the printing process make these forecasts 
unarguable. You may also appreciate these facts and investigate these claims by visiting his 
website at www.drturi.com/moonpwer2002predictions See the valuable feedback from his 
students and clients at www.drturi.com/tests.html 

 

When he lectures, www.drturi.com/events.html Dr. Turi uses large beautiful celestial artworks to 
help the audience understand his message. 
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http://www.drturi.com/moonpwer2002predictions.html
http://www.drturi.com/tests.html
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One of his Celestial Artworks 

You may also request any of his books (via e-book) or appreciate his unique talent by calling him 
directly at (602) 265-7667 and allowing him to “perform” in private and in person for you.  

A moment of your precious time, a telephone call is all you need to consider, judge and 
appreciate this man's unique ability. The Incredible does exist… his name is Dr. Turi. Do not take 
only my word for it, take a chance and be ready for the deepest gaze into your soul.  
 
Dr Turi lectures on numerous incredible topics including the medical aspects of Astropsychology 
and Cabalistic Healing Therapy. You may choose a lecture topic that would benefit your event 
from the list of topics at http://www.drturi.com/events.html 

 

Dr Turi lectures also on the medical aspects of Astropsychology and perform Cabalistic 
Healing Therapy with the participating amazed audience 

http://www.drturi.com/healing.html 
 

Healing with Astropsychology   

                 

Medical Aspects 

 
 

 

 

http://www.drturi.com/events.html
http://www.drturi.com/events.html


SOUL UNIVERSAL THERAPY 

 
 

~ Dr.Turi ~ 
Use your subconscious to interact with the Superconscious in time and space and bring back 
emotional, financial, physical and spiritual health into your life.  “The future is nothing else than 
the reincarnation of the thought and this process affects the atomic structure of the physical and 
ethereal body”. This lecture presentation will offer you with true healing powers. Understanding 
your physical and spiritual relationship to the Universal Mind will insure extraordinary therapeutic 
knowledge. Dr. Turi will emphasize all your remedial gifts and ascend your soul towards the 
healing might of God. This interactive lecture involves Cabalistic Healing massage, chakras 
pressure points and Nostradamus rare metaphysical disciplines. Universal Star/Human body 
Artworks will be used at the interactive lecture presentation.  Do not Miss this Incredible 
Healing Presentation!  
 

 

If you are looking for true fascination and a highly requested interactive presentation featuring Dr. 
Turi, you may call the office at (602) 265-7667 or reply to dr.turi@cox.net ~ for more information 
about Dr. Turi please visit: www.drturi.com 
 
Yours truly,  
-Madeline 
Promotional Director Startheme Publications Inc. madrose@europa.com  

 
 

Biography 

Like the great prophet, Nostradamus, Dr. Turi was born and raised in Provence, France. He was 
influenced by Nostradamus' methods of Divine Astrology and spent many years reviving the 
Seer's rare method. He grew up speaking the same now disappearing dialect. In 1976 he 

mailto:dr.turi@cox.net
http://www.drturi.com/
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received the highest distinction Musicianship Award Cup and graduated from the Royal School of 
Music in London. He moved to the US in 1984 and has since established himself as a successful 
astrologer, author, and lecturer. In 1993 he received a metaphysical Doctorate from the 
Progressive Universal Life Church based in Sacramento, California. His notoriety skyrocketed 
after rekindling, practicing and teaching Nostradamus’ rare Divine Astrology method, which he 
calls Astropsychology. He has also appeared on numerous radio and television programs 
worldwide.  Dr. Turi is known for the hundreds of accurate predictions he makes. He writes a 
yearly periodical with all these predictions, called "Moon Power Starguide." The printing process 
makes the proof of his predictions unarguable. There are simply too accurate hits to record them 
all. However, if you wish to read some of the hundreds of prediction hits, visit his webpage at 
Moon Power Predictions.  

 

Dr. Turi's books 

 
www.drturi.books.html 

 
Asia Dragon 
Predictions 

 

 
Moon Power 

2003 

 

And God  
Created  

The Stars 

 

 
Power of the 

Dragon 

  
 

 
I Know All 
About You 

 
 

You 
Are God  

 

Contact Madeline  (503) 671-9072 
to Schedule an Appointment with Dr. Turi 
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